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ABSTRACT 
More than half of the world's population are negatively affected by inadequate addresses. In Uganda and 
Rwanda, efforts have been done to implement a national address system but the effectiveness of those 
efforts have been prevented, due to lack of understanding and fears regarding its impact. With the help 
of Information and Communication Technology (ICT), because of its knowledge-generating foundation 
and substantial growth in East Africa, traditional address initiatives could be streamlined. However, 
negative consequences with ICT, such as surveillance, could cause the already existing reluctance to 
accept a system that not only registers a location but also an identity, to increase. Privacy, security and 
trust are therefore key factors to consider when developing a system that target areas characterized by 
distrust in organizations and government. This paper argues that the General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR) provides a strong framework when accomplishing this. By evaluating the user rights defined in 
GDPR from an interaction design perspective, this research aims to propose design guidelines that gives 
users agency of their personal information. This paper argues that redefining the rights as potential user 
actions gives the users control to manage their personal information, and further, that interest and 
understanding are important to enable conscious actions. With a Research through Design approach, 
user studies were conducted in Uganda and Rwanda, to evaluate how to design actions and information 
in order to enhance interest and understanding, and resulted in three design guidelines: User actions , 
Action layers  and Information layers .  
 
 
SAMMANFATTNING 
Mer än hälften av världens befolkning är negativt påverkade av bristfälliga adresser. I Uganda och 
Rwanda har det gjorts insatser för att implementera ett nationellt adressystem, men effektiviteten av 
dessa insatser har förhindrats på grund av bristande förståelse och rädsla för dess inverkan. Med hjälp av 
Informations- och Kommunikationsteknik (IKT), på grund av sin kunskapsgenererande struktur och 
starka ökning i Östafrika, kan traditionella addressinitiativ effektiviseras. Negativa konsekvenser med 
IKT, såsom övervakning, skulle dock kunna leda till att den redan befintliga motviljan att acceptera ett 
system som inte bara registrerar en plats utan också en identitet, ökar. Integritet, säkerhet och förtroende 
är därför viktiga faktorer att tänka på när man utvecklar ett system som riktar sig till områden som 
karaktäriseras av misstro mot organisationer och myndigheter. Denna artikel argumenterar för att den 
nya Dataskyddsförordningen (GDPR) utformar ett starkt ramverk för att uppnå detta. Genom att 
utvärdera de användarrättigheter som definieras i GDPR från ett interaktionsdesignperspektiv, syftar 
denna forskning till att föreslå designriktlinjer som ger användaren full kontroll över sin personliga 
information. Detta arbete argumenterar att omdefiniera rättigheterna till potentiella användarfunktioner 
ger användarna kontroll att hantera sin personliga information, och vidare, att intresse och förståelse är 
viktiga faktorer för att möjliggöra medvetna handlingar. Med en Research through Design-metod 
genomfördes användarstudier i Uganda och Rwanda, för att utvärdera hur man bör utforma funktioner 
och information för att öka intresse och förståelse för användarrättigheterna. Detta resulterade i tre 
designriktlinjer: Användarfunktioner , Funktionslager  och Informationslager .  
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ABSTRACT 
More than half of the world's population are negatively         
affected by inadequate addresses. In Uganda and Rwanda,        
efforts have been done to implement a national address         
system but the effectiveness of those efforts have been         
prevented, due to lack of understanding and fears regarding         
its impact. With the help of Information and        
Communication Technology (ICT), because of its      
knowledge-generating foundation and substantial growth in      
East Africa, traditional address initiatives could be       
streamlined. However, negative consequences with ICT,      
such as surveillance, could cause the already existing        
reluctance to accept a system that not only registers a          
location but also an identity, to increase. Privacy, security         
and trust are therefore key factors to consider when         
developing a system that target areas characterized by        
distrust in organizations and government. This paper argues        
that the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)       
provides a strong framework when accomplishing this. By        
evaluating the user rights defined in GDPR from an         
interaction design perspective, this research aims to propose        
design guidelines that gives users agency of their personal         
information. This paper argues that redefining the rights as         
potential user actions gives the users control to manage         
their personal information, and further, that interest and        
understanding are important to enable conscious actions.       
With a Research through Design approach, user studies        
were conducted in Uganda and Rwanda, to evaluate how to          
design actions and information in order to enhance interest         
and understanding and resulted in three design guidelines:        
User actions , Action layers  and Information layers .  

Author Keywords 
Address infrastructure; Uganda; Rwanda; ICT; Interaction      
Design; Mobile application; GDPR; Personal data; Privacy 

ACM Classification Keywords 
H.5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI): 

INTRODUCTION 
An address is an identification of a fixed physical location          
and consists of component with an increasing level of         
detail, e.g. town, postcode, street name, house number or         
name [19]. Without addresses, individual, governmental      
and business opportunities are missed; individuals have       

difficulties getting access to private and public services,        
governmental planning and follow up are insufficient       
without registered citizens and the business markets are        
narrow. It is estimated that more than half of the world's           
population lacks an adequate address. In Uganda and        
Rwanda it is today difficult to find specific places if you are            
not familiar with the area, because of absence of a national           
address system with established names and numbers on        
streets and properties. A descriptive address are often used         
instead, and could look like: “Behind the petrol station,         
take the street that leads to where the church once stood,           
our house is on the right after the third mango tree. The            
door is grey” . There have been efforts done by the          
government, for example in Kampala [16], to implement a         
national address system by naming the streets and        
numbering properties. These projects seeks to enhance city        
infrastructure and to ease identification, navigation, and       
delivery of services to citizens. However, there is a lack of           
provided knowledge of how to use an address as well as an            
existence of fear for registering an identity and revealing a          
physical location, which prevents the effectiveness of the        
efforts.  

The Swedish company Map Project Sweden AB is        1

developing a system with the intention to bridge the gap          
between the old way of describing an address with the new           
national standard. The substantial rise of Information and        
Communication Technologies (ICTs) during the last 15       
years within the East African region have caused        
socioeconomic growth, increased penetration of mobile      
phones with GPS chip [7] and better mobile network         
coverage [21]. This has created a unique opportunity to         
leapfrog traditional addressing initiatives and with the help        
of technology streamline addressing, which is what Map        
Project aims to do. However connecting an identity with an          
address in a digital system could entail risks for the natural           
person because of potential negative consequences such as        
surveillance and privacy violation [10]. Privacy, security       
and trust are therefore key factors being considered when         
targeting markets with a history of distrust for governments         
and organizations. Map Project has and are developing their         
system with the new General Data Protection Regulation        

1 http://mapproject.se 
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(GDPR) as a base to secure the integrity of the end users. 

Since 25th of May 2018 GDPR has been applied to          
harmonize data privacy laws across Europe. It is a         
modernization of the directions from 1995 due to the major          
technical development and will mean a significant shift in         
how to handle and protect personal data. One of the two           
main purposes are to protect fundamental rights and        
freedoms of natural persons and in particular their right to          
protection of personal data. The regulation defines several        
user rights, including information, access, rectification,      
erasure, restriction, portability and objection [11]. The       
purpose of this research is to evaluate these specified user          
rights from an interaction design perspective with a focus         
on mobile application in Uganda and Rwanda, to give         
design guidelines for a user interface that gives the user          
agency over their personal information. Therefore, the       
research question is; How to design a GDPR compliant         
address infrastructure mobile application for low technical       
experienced users in Uganda and Rwanda that enhances        
users’ interest and understanding of their rights in order to          
take conscious actions? 

Through a user study, created and conducted in Uganda and          
Rwanda, the main aim was to answer the research question          
based on three hypotheses. In order to be compliant, a          
request from the user, based on their rights, needs to be           
fulfilled by the company that manages the personal data,         
without undue delay and free of charge. This leads to the           
first testable hypothesis, (H1) Redefining the user rights as         
potential user actions gives the user control, enabling them         
to act on their rights, without resources and costs for the           
controller. It is however not enough to give the users access           
to control their personal data without empowering them as         
well, otherwise the possibility to make conscious actions        
would be reduced. Therefore interest and understanding are        
necessary to make it possible for the users to exercise their           
rights in the best way relating to his or her particular           
situation. This leads to the second hypothesis, (H2)        
Positioning actions close, in time and space, to the         
processing of personal data will raise interest to act on user           
rights; and the third hypothesis, (H3) Presenting       
information in small pieces at a time and positioning it in           
different places, in space, will increase the understanding        
of user rights.  

First a presentation of addresses will be done, including         
importance, current implementation and problems.     
Thereafter the possibilities and risk with ICT will be         
described followed by an outline of privacy and GDPR. The          
methods and designed process, together with purpose and        
outcomes, will then be presented. Finally the results from         
the main study will be discussed in order to answer the           
research question. 

BACKGROUND 
In this section the related research and theories will be          

presented. 

Addresses 
Addresses serve several purposes. The four main purposes        
are location, identification, jurisdiction, and sorting and       
ordering [16,19]. Addresses provide individuals with the       
opportunity to have a legal identity, enable them to exercise          
their human and civil rights and gain access to private and           
public services, such as banking, insurance, emergency       
services, e-commerce and deliveries. An inclusive address       
system is fundamental for an inclusive society, it provides         
structure and helps improve government planning, enable       
statistics, budget allocation and follow up in order to gain          
and obtain economic growth and a sustainable society [18].         
The knowledge of individuals physical location and       
movement has great value for different social functions, for         
example to understand business markets or to plan        
infrastructure, schools, healthcare and security [6]. Lack of        
accessibility for key services can have a significant impact         
on the quality of life and is a defining feature of some rural             
areas [26]. Addresses increase business opportunities both       
by enabling registration of a company [5] and by extending          
market reach. With an all-encompassing address system,       
organisations and businesses are able to reach new markets         
and service the entire population, today it is not profitable          
for services such as e-commerce or food delivery to invest          
in remote areas due to higher delivery costs [22].  
An estimated 4 billion people lack an adequate address,         
following a standard that describes the exact location and is          
presented according to a national standard. In Uganda and         
Rwanda a descriptive address, including landmarks, routes       
and local descriptions, are often used instead. To find your          
way around therefore requires great knowledge of the area.         
There have been efforts made by governments [16,17] to         
implement a national address system by naming the streets         
and numbering properties but the gap between the old and          
the new system is too wide, which prevents the         
effectiveness of the efforts. There is lack of understanding         
of how to use an address and there is also fear regarding            
risks of registering an address.  

The fear is twofold, firstly there is a fear of registering an            
identity , which is based in fear of surveillance and distrust          
for governments and organisations. Uganda has a strong        
presidential power and corruption permeates most      
authorities [30]. Rwanda is characterized by the genocide        
1994, one of the heaviest moments in human history. Even          
though the government has been praised for reconstructing        
the country, they have also received criticism e.g. for slowly          
but surely moving Rwanda to an increasingly authoritative        
direction. [31] The fear of registering an identity has been          
described by Donovan, K. and Martin, A. [10] in their study           
of how the African SIM registration system, that requires an          
ID registration, provides an unwarranted increase in the        
monitoring capacity of the government. Secondly, there is a         
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fear of revealing a physical location because of privacy         
violation, similar concerns have been expressed regarding       
the use of location-based technology such as mobile phones         
with GPS [7,9].  
The system that Map Project develops aims to bridge the          
old way of describing an address with the new national          
standard. Users create their own complete, precise and easy         
to use address by retrieving the available information        
through the map service in their phone and adding own          
information and descriptions. It also includes education       
about how to use an address as well as privacy protection           
by the functionality of sharing the address through consent         
to connect individuals with government and businesses. 

Possibilities with ICT 
The role of ICT has been described by several as major for            
socioeconomic development, especially in developing     
countries [1,2,10,21]. Access to key services through       
innovative approaches, using for example mobile phones,       
has the possibility to result in higher quality of life for           
individuals living in rural communities [26]. For example,        
mobile phones has been shown to have a significantly         
increasing impact on financial access and economic growth        
in rural households in Uganda [22]. The spread of mobile          
phones could therefore be claimed to reduce inequalities        
and shape people’s livelihoods through poverty and       
vulnerability reduction [22]. ICT generates easy access to        
knowledge and therefore enabling all citizens to take better         
part in information society, which can increase participation        
in all kind of interaction, for example in democratic         
processes. It is claimed that access to information is critical          
for survival, socially, economically and environmentally      
and should therefore be provided to all individuals        
irrespective of geographic location [26]. 
ICT in East Africa 

There has been a substantial growth within the ICT sector,          
together with decreasing prices, throughout East Africa over        
the last 15 years, particularly in mobile telephony [1,21].         
Unique mobile subscribers had reached 44% of the        
population within the Sub-Saharan African region in 2017        
and are expected to rise to 52% in 2025 according to           
GSMA. The number of smartphone connections within the        
region have doubled over the past two years and are          
expected to rise from 34% of the total mobile connections          
2017 to 68% 2025 [15]. The mobile phone is expressed as a            
defining factor in the region’s contemporary economic,       
social, and political development [10]. Internet access is        
also rising rapidly and almost all internet connection are         
made using mobile phones. Mobile internet penetration had        
reached 21% of the population within the region at 2017          
and is expected to rise to 40% in 2025 according to GSMA            
[15]. Most African countries have an ICT development        
policy and strategy in place or an intention to develop them           
[1,21]. Rwanda has one of the most distinguished strategies         

with high ambitions to embrace ICTs for governmental        
efficiency and improved service delivery [29]. Because of        
the growing access to mobile data and smart devices as well           
as education among the young population, the region is         
expected to transition to higher levels of mobile        
engagement in the coming years [14]. This introduces an         
opportunity to, with the help of ICT, streamline, otherwise         
highly time consuming initiatives, such as development of        
an address infrastructure. 

Risks with ICT 
The growing enthusiasm for and spread of ICTs often         
ignores the potential negative consequences. In many       
countries in the Global South ICT-based crimes, such as         
hacking, identity theft, harassment and stalking have       
increased and become a big concern. Mobile phones are         
also being used by criminal groups to communicate and         
organize crimes. Therefore governments have begun to       
introduce a variety of different surveillance processes and        
practices of digital systems that monitors citizens’ mobile        
phone usage and location, motivated by the belief that it          
will reduce crimes. However, the evidence to support this         
justification is weak and the efforts are also a bit          
contradictory. Many fears and risks arise from monitoring        
and surveillance and therefore, the efforts, could instead        
threaten individual's privacy rights, such as freedom of        
speech. Consequently it could also threaten the physical        
freedom of individuals, if the information is misused [2,10]. 
It has been argued that the spread of ICT is creating a new             
economy, an information economy, where information is       
the critical resource and basis for competition [21].        
Business models based on utilisation of personal data have         
proven successful and have resulted in abuse of personal         
data [10]. There is a long history of governments,         
businesses, science and citizens producing and utilising data        
in order to monitor, regulate, profit from, and make sense of           
the world. The increased availability of data, through        
emerging technologies, has caused a data revolution that is         
reshaping how knowledge is produced, business conducted       
and governance enacted [18]. 
Personal data and privacy 
The definition of personal data according to GDPR is broad          
and follows: “Personal data means any information       
relating to an identified or identifiable natural person        
(‘data subject’); an identifiable natural person is one who         
can be identified, directly or indirectly” (Regulation       
2016/679, note 1, Article 4). Throughout people's lives        
personal data will be registered, it is necessary for         
businesses or services to work smoothly or for people's         
personal interests in different contexts [6]. 
Privacy definition 

Privacy is a term used in in many different contexts with no            
short and precise definition. Commonly it is defined as the          
right to control distribution and use of personal information         
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[6]. Chen, J.V. et al. [7] proposes similar definition for          
privacy to encompass following broad areas:“1, The right        
to control information about one’s self (information       
privacy). 2, The right to limit others’ access to a person’s           
presence, body, or property (physical privacy, property       
rights). 3, The right to make decisions for oneself, without          
interference from others (decisional privacy or autonomy       
rights).” Privacy is necessary for many areas in people’s         
lives; the freedom to keep values and opinions private is the           
foundation of the democratic society and is one important         
example. It is about controlling the availability to a person          
and are fulfilled by different means. One common        
misinterpretation is that privacy is something that a person         
possesses, this assumption has the implication that different        
solutions, especially technical solution, restrict and      
diminish privacy, and indicates that privacy is best        
preserved through limitations of access to individuals and        
information. Instead with a focus on how to create and          
maintain privacy, technical solutions could be seen as tools         
with the potential to support privacy [6]. 

Privacy online 

Information privacy, also known as data privacy, regards        
collection, management and storage of information.      
Individual regulation of personal privacy is a highly        
dynamic process that takes place in close interaction with         
the surroundings. What separates the digital environment       
from the physical environment is infinite and precise        
memory and unlimited reach, which changes the conditions        
for creating personal integrity [6]. Current technologies       
enable data collection and integration on a scale previously         
unimagined. One negative consequence of this is daily        
incidents of loss of individuals’ personal information,       
which leads to the conclusion that personal information        
privacy is no longer manageable by individuals, the control         
of their personal information is not possible when data         
gathering and sharing practices become unknown and       
uncontrollable [9]. 
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 
Originally the internet was founded on principles of        
openness, transparency, and user-centricity, with the two       
fundamental elements; freedom of choice and user control.        
The role of internet has, however, undergone substantial        
changes which has shifted the balance of control and power          
away from end users. Incidents of abuse of personal data          
have led to actions aiming to reinforce user control based on           
a return to the user-centric origins of the internet [27].          
GDPR provides clarification of the obligations of the        
companies or organizations who process personal data       
(controllers), as well as rights for the natural person (data          
subject) [11]. Personal data shall be collected for a specific          
purpose and processed in a transparent manner in relation to          
the data subject (Regulation 2016/679,  Article 5). 

User Rights 

The regulation introduces several rights for the data subject         
and requires that a request from a user, based on their rights            
need to be fulfilled by the controller without undue delay          
and free of charge. Those rights can be divided into seven           
categories: Information , to be provided in a transparent,        
easily accessible and readable format. Access to personal        
data. Rectification of inaccurate personal data. Erasure       
(right to be forgotten) of all personal data. Restriction of          
processing of personal data. Data portability, to receive the         
personal data in a commonly used format, and Object, on          
processing of personal data (Regulation 2016/679, Chapter       
3). 

Many have discussed the increased need for the personal         
rights included in GDPR both within and outside the         
context of the regulation [8,12,27]. But despite this, several         
countries in the Global South, do not have laws that          
preserve an individual’s privacy [2]. GDPR, however, not        
only applies to protect EU citizens rights, it also applies to           
all customers, for example users in East Africa, to         
companies that collect, process, or store personal data        
within the EU (Regulation 2016/679,  Article 3). 

METHOD 
In this section the theories behind the methods used for this           
research will be described, as well as the purpose of using           
the specified methods.  

Research through Design 
This study is based on a Research through Design (RtD)          
methodology. RtD has gained an increasingly growing       
interest within the field of Human Computer Interaction. It         
is an approach that employs methods and processes from         
design practice as a formative role in the generation of          
knowledge. It forces researchers to focus on research of the          
future, instead of the present or the past [32]. Both research           
and design activities aim to create something new, based on          
what was known before. Therefore design can be seen as a           
form of research, both activities can result in new         
knowledge [28]. 
There are many different examples of knowledge generated        
from design research. One of them is Design guidelines,         
which is a set of recommendations in order to increase the           
usefulness of general theories in design practice [20]. This         
research aims to give design guidelines for an application in          
a situation where the technology could be helpful in         
people's everyday life but in the same time could entail          
risks to the privacy of the user. When evaluating complex          
areas, such as privacy, Bylund, M. [6] claims that a          
user-centered research approach, where the users are in        
clear focus in the process, is necessary. The employed         
design activities in RtD typically depend on the skills of the           
design profession, such as gaining actionable understanding       
of complex situations with unclear or even conflicting        
agendas. This could be done by framing and reframing the          
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context by iteratively develop and user test prototypes that         
address it [28]. Prototypes are representations of a design,         
made before the final product, with the purpose to inform          
both design process and design decisions [4]. They enable         
navigation around real-world obstacles and are used to find         
the best design for its context. This process could therefore          
in itself bring insights and knowledge [28]. 
Context mapping 
It is important to notice that this research aims to give           
design guidelines to an, for the author of this paper,          
unfamiliar target group and context. When doing so it is          
essential to gain understanding of the users and the context          
in which they will use the design [28]. This was done           
through interviews and workshops with members of the        
team regarding earlier experiences from working in and        
designing for the target context during many years.  

Another way of opening a design space is by letting go of            
personal context and experiences, which otherwise can       
unnecessarily constrain the design, this is called       
defamiliarization. It is a design technique that provides        
another perspective to the design. There are different        
methods that can be used to defamiliarize, one of them is to            
put yourself in the unfamiliar design context [3]. For this          
research it was especially important to defamiliarize for two         
reasons, the first is because of addresses . Sweden has one          
of the worlds most developed address systems and it is well           
known what an address is and how it is used, in its context.             
This well established knowledge could cause      
preconceptions that addresses are managed the same in        
other contexts. The second reason are because of the         
cultural differences , both in communication and everyday       
use of technology but also, most importantly for this study,          
in perception of privacy, security and trust.       
Defamiliarization was done by travelling to Uganda and        
Rwanda. The user studies, including prototyping, was then        
created and conducted in target context as well as         
workshops and discussion with target groups.  

DESIGN 
In this section the design process as well as the outcomes of            
each step and how it informed the next step will be           
described. 

Grounding a design space 
To gain better understanding for the design space and the          
existing position of Map Project’s mobile application, in        
depth studies were conducted within the company. A data         
inventory and mapping toward the GDPR requirements was        
also conducted, in order to be able to give design guidelines           
in line with GDPR based on the existing system. 

Potential user actions 

One outcome from the studies was the need to find a way to             
enable cost effective compliance, since GDPR requires that        
a request from the users, based on their rights, needs to be            

fulfilled by the company without undue delay and free of          
charge. This led to the first testable hypothesis, (H1)         
Redefining the user rights as potential user actions gives         
the user control, enabling them to act on their rights,          
without resources and costs for the controller.  

The user rights were then divided into one information         
category including the right of information and one actions         
category including the right of access, rectification, erasure,        
restriction, portability and objection. Three lists were       
compiled, one with the information that needs to be         
provided, one with the actions and one based on the          
personal data that is being collected and processed in Map          
Project’s system. Thereafter two matrices were constructed,       
one with collected personal data vs. information and one         
with personal data vs. action. It was filled with the when,           
where and how every item of personal data corresponds to          
every activity or information that was already designed in         
the application. The goal was to find the missing spots in           
the app that needed to be designed in order to be compliant.  

Based on the matrices, the selected action to be tested was           
the right of restriction along with the information that needs          
to be provided when processing; purpose, legal basis,        
receivers, time and presentation of user rights . It was also          
found that no information was provided in the application         
interface to the users when collecting and saving data,         
therefore it was also interesting to test that. The reason for           
only picking one action was to enable creation of an          
effective and rich test that gave more specific results during          
the time frame of the study, which later would be applicable           
on the other actions and information in order to draw          
general conclusions. 

Further, the user flows in the existing user interface were          
specified along with what items of personal data it affects.          
The aim was to detect when the processing of data was           
being made and in what flows the selected action of          
restriction along with the information was necessary to be         
added in the design. From this exercise it was found that           
restrictions were interesting to test in two ways. Firstly,         
restriction of event specific information, e.g. when       
managing a request from a specific receiver, secondly,        
restriction that affects the whole account. This resulted in         
the selected user flows: 1, Create and save profile; 2,          
Receive a request to view address; 3. Manage the request          
(i.e. create a connection); 4, Restrict all connection to not be           
able to view specific personal information. 

Interest and understanding 

It is, however, not enough to place the control of managing           
personal data on the users without empowering them as         
well, in order to enable conscious actions. It has been          
shown that even though users are concerned about whom         
they share their information with, most of them have         
limited understanding of how to manage their privacy        
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settings [24]. This could lead to their personal information         
being highly visible to an unintended audience. There are         
several challenges with privacy settings, one is that they are          
often hard to understand and another is the usually rather          
large amount of actions. When designing actions traditional        
theories and methods of good practice of HCI are necessary,          
the actions should be easy to find and close to point of            
interest [6]. 
There are also big challenges with encouraging people to         
read privacy information. According to Information      
Commissioner's Office [13] good practice for providing       
information is at different times, at appropriate points        
during users interaction with the system. The information        
should not be restricted to one privacy page but be provided           
in a range of ways, using a layered approach. The Layered           
approach is used to provide key information immediately,        
in the top layer, and have more detailed information         
available elsewhere, in the bottom layer, for those who want          
it. This approach is especially recommended when       
designing for mobile phones and smaller screens. 

As interest and understanding are necessary to make it         
possible for the users to exercise their rights in the best way            
relating to his or her particular situation, the design of the           
actions are important. This led to the second testable         
hypothesis, (H2) Positioning actions close, in time and        
space, to the processing of personal data will raise interest          
to act on user rights; and the third testable hypothesis, (H3)           
Presenting information in small pieces at a time and         
positioning it in different places, in space, will increase the          
understanding of user rights. 

User study design 
Multivariate testing was applied to test these hypotheses. It         
is a technique for testing a hypothesis in which multiple          
variables are modified, in this study placement and        
presentation of information and actions. Usually prototypes       
are made with a combination of the changeable variables         
and the goal is to determine which combination is the best           
[23]. Two prototypes were created, based on the selected         
action, information and user flow. They were designed to         
represent the extreme ends of H2 and H3 in the placement           
and presentation of the testable variables.  

To be able to test the prototype with the defined flow, a            
scenario and a user study task was defined and tested          
through a cognitive walkthrough under observation. Both       
the task and the scenario was presented to the participants in           
writing in the beginning of the test. The scenario was: “You           
have ordered a delivery from Best Buy that will be          
delivered later the same day (it is only necessary to share           
your address to Best Buy during this day). Best Buy does           
not need to see your email to make the delivery.” The first            
task was: “Your task is to create an account and manage           
the request sent from Best Buy.” The second task was:          
“Your task is to restrict the access for all of your           

connections to NOT be able to see your email.” 

A questionnaire was created, to be answered after testing         
the prototypes. The aim with the questionnaire was to         
evaluate the understanding of the presented information as        
well as the perceived feeling of control, it was therefore the           
same questions after each prototype. One participant only        
tested one of the prototypes, using a between subject group          
design. Testing each prototype with a unique set of users          
reduces the potential transfer of learning effects, which        
could otherwise hide usability problems with the second        
prototype [25].  
Pilot study 
Before the main study, a pilot study was conducted in order           
to understand the feasibility of the prepared study and what          
improvements needed to be done. The pilot study was         
conducted with three participants. One of the findings was         
that the task and scenario was hard to communicate and to           
understand, verbal guidance was required to be added in         
order for the participants to finish the task and move on to            
the next step. The participants either walked through the         
prototype very fast without reading or thinking about the         
task or they needed much guidance to accomplish the task.          
In both cases the results become misleading. Information        
needs to be clear and continuous. It was also found that the            
touchability of the icons was hard to understand. The         
decision to do a questionnaire in order to be able to keep the             
privacy of the users was confirmed. It was noticed that          
majority of the participants wanted to answer by themselves         
without anyone seeing. According to the answers in the         
questionnaire, the design elicited feelings of control.  

Iteration 
The learnings from the pilot study led to several changes.          
One more prototype was added, resulting in three testable         
prototypes. The scenario was decided to be presented with         
blue text, integrated in the design, where the information is          
necessary instead of being presented in the beginning. 

 
Figure 1. Scenario presented in blue text.  

The tasks were also decided to be integrated in the design           
and presented as blue circles symbolizing the next step, to          
make it easier to understand and follow. The aim of using           
blue circles was to create associations with notification, to         
increase the willingness to move in the suggested direction. 

 
Figure 2. The task navigation presented as blue circle. 
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Common design for all three prototypes 

All three prototypes had a “Privacy” page, with the         
functionality of a management dashboard, with actions for        
managing personal data regarding the whole profile. Also        
information was presented there regarding processing of       
personal data, representing the lowest layer of the layered         
approach. The same starting “Welcome” page, with       
information of data management and the existence of the         
privacy page, was presented in all three prototype. That         
gave participants the same conditions to find and control         
their information through the privacy page regardless of        
which prototype was being tested.  

Prototype one (P1) 

In prototype one, actions were placed close to processing         
and information was presented in small pieces at a time, in           
different places, close to processing. The action to manage         
restriction of the request from “Best Buy” to view the          
address (task one) was placed in the same page as when           
allowing them to see the address, i.e. close to processing.          
The action to restrict the visibility of the email address for           
the whole profile (task two) was placed in the privacy page,           
and reachable from two paths. The highest layer of         
information was presented through a pop up view by         
pressing on touchable icons representing each piece of        
information (Purpose, Legal basis, Receivers and Time).       
Icons and symbols are recommended to use as a part of the            
layered information approach [13]. The icons were placed        
in three pages, based on where the processing happened;         
“Personal information” registering, “Username” registering     
and when managing the “Permissions” page.  

 
Figure 3. Icons in Personal Information registration page. 

 
Figure 4. The information pop up for the purpose icon. 

The information regarding user rights was presented in the         
same time and place as the saving of registered information. 

 
Figure 5. User rights presented to the user 

Prototype two (P2) 

Prototype two was the one being added because of the          
results from the pilot study. The actions were, as in P1,           
placed close to processing and information was presented in         
small pieces at a time, in different places, close to          
processing. What differed P2 from P1 was the way of          
presenting the information, it could be seen as a middleway          
prototype between the two extreme cases (a lot of         
information in pop ups and no information), regarding        
presentation of information. The information was decided       
to be presented in a more casual and easy readable          
language, since the pilot study indicated that the        
information should be more clear. Individual touchable       
icons for specific information was removed and replaced        
with a common “Privacy icon” along with the abbreviated         
information. The information was placed in the same three         
pages as in P1. 

 
Figure 6. Abbreviated information in Personal Information 

registration page, together with privacy icon.  

The actions to manage restriction was placed and accessible         
in the same way as in P1, as well as the information            
regarding user rights.  

Prototype three (P3) 

In prototype three, actions were placed far away from         
processing and information was presented all in the same         
time, only in the lowest layer of information, in the privacy           
page. No icons or information was presented where the         
processing took place. The action to manage restriction of         
the request from “Best Buy” to view the address (task one)           
was placed in a separate view, that was accessible through          
an “Edit” button. 

RESULTS 
In this section the data gathered from the target group          
workshop and the main study: user testing and        
questionnaire, will be presented. The main study was        
conducted with five participants per prototype, giving a        
total of 15 participants. The participants were recruited at         
innovation hubs or at companies with collaboration with        
Map Project, and consisted of 2 female and 13 male in ages            
between 24 - 55 years, 2 were from Uganda and 13 were            
from Rwanda.  

Privacy, security and trust 
In addition to the main study, a workshop was conducted at           
the innovation hub Klab in Kigali, Rwanda, to gain         
understanding of the perceived privacy, security and trust        
issues and possibilities. The interest for these questions was         
confirmed to be very high, out of three available workshops          
this was the most crowded one with over 20 participants. It           
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was a post-it workshop where a question was asked and          
everyone was requested to give as many answers as they          
wanted on post-its during five minutes per question.        
Regarding the question: What risks do you think there are          
with registering your address in a digital system? , the most          
mentioned risks were: hacker attacks to the system, reduced         
level of anonymity (exposed location), privacy violation       
(disclosure to unauthorized people). What would make       
them feel safe about registering an address, was if there was           
a secure verifications process as well as secure storage of          
information. It was also discussed that trust in the system          
provider was an important factor.  

The answers from the questionnaire, in the main study, also          
indicated that the highest perceived risks with using the         
application was regarding information being accessible to       
unwanted persons, and the top mentioned factors that would         
make them feel safe about using the app were secure          
verification and transparency. It was also mentioned that        
allowing the users to grant access to people by themselves          
would make them feel safe. This is how it is done in the             
application and it was confirmed during the workshop when         
the application was shown: “You should have shown the         
application in the beginning, then we shouldn’t have had         
this many question regarding who will have access to our          
data.” 

Interest 
To evaluate interest, touching on icons and buttons as well          
as navigation to the privacy page and time spent on pages           
where information and actions were present, were reviewed        
based on video recordings from the user test. 

Table 1. Points of interest for each prototype. All numbers are 
a total result of all five participants per prototype. For P1, it is 
also shown the total number of clicks on the touchable icons.  

 P1 P2 P3 

Total time, in seconds, (and clicks on 
icons) on “Personal information” page  

240 
(10) 92 85 

Total time, in seconds, (and clicks on 
icons) on “Username” page 

75 
(6) 14 112 

Total time, in seconds, (and clicks on 
icons) on “Permissions” page 

141 
(0) 163 111 

Number of clicks on “Edit” in 
permissions:  1 1 5 

Number of participants navigating to 
“Privacy” page at an early stage 4 1 3 

Number of participants navigating to 
“Privacy” page several times 2 2 1 

Total time, in seconds, on “Privacy” 
page 91 138 99 

Number of other clicks than “Restrict” 
on "Privacy" page 2 2 4 

Understanding 
To evaluate understanding, the answers from the       
questionnaire containing revealing questions regarding     
understanding of user rights were reviewed. 

There was no distinct difference between the prototypes        
regarding understanding of the right of rectification of        
information. The understanding was high for all prototypes,        
80% of the participants for P1 and P3 answered yes when           
they were asked if they thought that there was a possibility           
to edit the registered information, for P2 100% answered         
yes. The answers also indicated high understanding       
regarding registered information being saved in the system.  

The directly tested user right was the right of restriction of           
information. The answers for the question regarding this        
right also indicated high understanding, with slightly higher        
results for P1 and slightly lower results for P3, see figure 7. 

 
Figure 7. Responses for the question: Do you think that it is 
possible to restrict the number of receivers of your address? 

Action 
To evaluate conscious actions, the decisions to act upon         
user rights based on the presented scenario were reviewed. 

Based on the scenario and the first task, the “correct” action           
would have been to restrict the time limit for the connection           
with the company “Best Buy” to only view their address for           
one day. For the second task, the “correct” action would          
have been to restrict the access, for all connections, to not           
see their email address.  

Table 2. Results for “correct” actions based on the tasks. 

 P1 P2 P3 

Number of participants that acted 
“correct” according to the first task 2 1,5 3 

 



 

Number of participants that acted 
“correct” according to the second task 3 2 1 

Perceived control 
The hypotheses aimed to empower the user, therefore the         
questionnaire also included questions about the feeling of        
control. The results indicate a clear difference in the         
perceived control between the prototypes, see figure 8. 

 
Figure 8. Responses for the question: Did you feel in control of 
your personal data that you registered in Map Projects app? 

DISCUSSION 
This paper argues that GDPR provides a strong framework         
when developing a digital address system with privacy,        
security and trust as highest priority, especially because of         
its requirement of transparency of both information and        
management of users’ personal information. It was shown        
that transparency together with secure storage of       
information that reduces the reachability, were main       
concerns when registering an address in a digital system. To          
secure storage is also required by GDPR in order to be           
compliant, but are not evaluated specifically in this study. It          
was also found that the highest possible risk with         
registering an address in a digital system was information         
disclosure to unauthorized people, either through hackers or        
through availability in the system. The function of        
restriction of information to receivers was the one tested in          
this study.  

The possibility to let the user restrict the receivers of their           
personal data, as well as the time of access and what           
information to access was found highly appreciated and        
raised the feeling of control and trust for the system. The           
first hypothesis; (H1) to redefine the user rights as potential          
user actions gives the user control, enabling them to act on           
their rights, without resources and costs for the controller ,         
was thereby, together with the well established knowledge        
that automated processes are more cost efficient than        
manual processes, confirmed. 

This research also argues that it is not enough to give the            
control to the users without empowering them as well,         
which is done by increasing the understanding and interest         

among the users to act upon their rights. Therefore the          
research question that this paper aims to answer is: How to           
design a GDPR compliant address infrastructure mobile       
application for low technical experienced users in Uganda        
and Rwanda that enhances users’ interest and       
understanding of their rights in order to take conscious         
actions? 

To answer this, two testable hypotheses were formulated:        
(H2) Positioning actions close, in time and space, to the          
processing of personal data will raise interest to act on user           
rights. (H3) Presenting information in small pieces at a         
time and positioning it in different places, in space, will          
increase the understanding of user rights. 

Prototype one (P1) was designed in line with these         
hypotheses and prototype three (P3) was designed to        
represent the opposition. Prototype two (P2) was designed        
in the same way as P1 according to the hypotheses, but           
differed in how information was presented to the user, it          
was simplified and without touchable icons.  

Interest 

All prototypes elicited a high interest, based on time spent,          
for the permission page and privacy page, which are where          
the tested action were placed. This indicates a high interest          
for this action. It was slightly higher for P2. P1 showed the            
highest interest for navigation to the privacy page at an          
early stage in the flow as well as one of the highest in             
navigating to the privacy page several times. 

P1 showed a clearly decreasing interest from the first page          
in the flow (Personal information) to the second page         
(Username) both in time and in clicks on icons. This could           
be explained with the fact that the icons were identical          
(icons were used consistently for representation of specific        
piece of information), which caused the participants to        
believe that the same information was presented every time         
a certain icon was used. The same decreasing interest was          
shown for P2, but the opposite for P3.  

Interest and understanding 

The results show a high number of clicks on the “Edit”           
button, that enabled the possibility of restriction, for P3.         
This high interest for clicking could have several        
explanations. One could be of curiosity, another could be         
because of lack of received information which makes the         
users look for it themselves, or it could be because of an            
interest to act upon their rights. Based on the fact that 3/5            
also clicked on the privacy page at an early stage in the            
flow, where they could find information and control their         
account, and the fact that the number of correct actions          
were low, it could be concluded that it was the lack of            
information and poorly placed actions which forced the user         
to search for it themselves. If the reason would have been           
because of curiosity, the difference between P3 and the         
other two would not have been so big, since the button was            

 



 

placed in all prototypes. 

Understanding 

There was no distinct difference among the prototypes        
regarding understanding. However, P1 indicates a slightly       
higher understanding of the right regarding restriction of        
receivers and P2 indicated a slightly higher understanding        
of the right regarding rectification. 

Conscious actions 

Even though the highest risk was pronounced to be         
regarding unauthorized persons’ access the address data, the        
use of the possibility to act on the right of restriction, based            
on the tasks, was surprisingly low. This could be explained          
by the integrity paradox . The integrity paradox is the         
phenomenon that many consumers of digital systems say        
they value privacy highly if asked but there are very few           
who show that they care in reality, by protecting their          
information [6]. However, P1 resulted in the highest total         
(for both tasks) number of “correct” actions among the         
three prototypes. This indicates that P1 generated the most         
interest and understanding to take conscious actions on their         
rights. 

Hypotheses and design guidelines 

Based on the results it can be concluded that P1 and P2            
generated the highest interest and understanding. Since both        
prototypes were designed in the same way in placement of          
information and actions, and according to the hypotheses, it         
also concludes that both H2 and H3 are confirmed. Users’          
perceived control was clearly higher for P1 than both other          
prototypes, showing that the way of presenting information        
in P1 resulted in higher feeling of control The layered          
information approach used in P1 is therefore recommended,        
but needs to be further studied due to the decreasing interest           
to click on information icons. This research proposes three         
design guidelines  for user agency: 

User actions: The GDPR specified user rights should be         
redefined as potential user actions, to give the user control          
to act on their rights. 

Action layers: Actions should be placed in a layered         
approach, with key actions in the top layer, close to          
processing of personal data, to increase the interest among         
users to act on their rights. 

Information layers: Information should be presented in a        
layered approach, small pieces at a time with key         
information placed in the top layer, close to processing, to          
increase the understanding among users of their rights. 

 
Figure 9. Visualization of the guidelines where the right of 

restriction is redefined as user actions and the processing of 
sharing data is taking place. The left figure shows the key 

action and the right figure shows the secondary action.  Key 
information is presented immediately and secondary 

information is placed under the information icon. The bottom 
layer of actions and information are placed in the privacy page 

(first icon from the right). 

Broader perspective 

This study is based on the action redefined from the user           
right of restriction . Because of the properties for all the          
rights; access, rectification, erasure, restriction, portability      
and objection , being similar it could be argued that the          
proposed design guidelines based on the studied action        
could be applied on the other actions as well.  

This research is interesting for all companies that develops         
a mobile application and stores personal data in a digital          
system, and that are interested to, with the design of the           
interface, enhance user agency and by that ease GDPR         
compliance. The guidelines is formed to increasing interest        
and understanding among users, to make conscious actions,        
which is not limited to the context of Uganda and Rwanda.           
How to define the required information and use of icons are           
probably the factors that differs between contexts, because        
of experience and use of technology. 

Method critique 
A user centred approach is very likely the best way to test            
privacy, because of its complexity. However, since the        
results were vague, longer studies and more participants, are         
probably required, as well as real scenarios. The fact that          
the scenarios were fake and that no real personal         
information was affected could have had an impact on the          
willingness to understand the consequences of acting. It is,         
of course, necessary to start by testing with fake         
information and scenarios, so that the no real users are          
exposed to any risks, but when implementing privacy        
design in the real application, continuous evaluation is        
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needed in order to understand if changes are required along          
with changing external factors. Another critical factor is        
that this study aims to give design guidelines to another          
culture and context, which could have affected the results.         
For example it was sometimes difficult to interpret if the          
participants understood the presented information since it       
was not presented in their native language. 

Future research  
Recommended future research would be to confirm the        
usefulness of the approach by designing and evaluating the         
remaining actions along the guidelines from this research. It         
would also be necessary to further study how to define the           
required information in order to achieve the best possible         
understanding. This subject was partly included in this        
research but not studied explicitly. Another      
recommendation would be to study design guidelines for        
icons. 

CONCLUSION 
Through a user study conducted in Uganda and Rwanda it          
was found that privacy is a main concern when registering          
an address in a digital system, and that GDPR provides an           
suitable framework for privacy, security and trust,       
especially because of its requirements of transparency. 

This research purposes three design guidelines; the user        
rights specified in GDPR are recommended to be redefined         
as potential User actions , to give the users control to          
manage their personal information. 

To empower the users in order to enhance the possibility for           
making conscious actions based on their rights, interest and         
understanding regarding their rights are necessary.      
Therefore this research also recommends that actions will        
be designed and placed close to where processing takes         
place in a mobile application, Action layers , to increase the          
interest for user to act on their rights according to their           
specific situation. 

The users’ right to information requires companies to        
communicate information regarding processing of users      
personal data. This research recommends that a layer        
information approach is preferable when presenting      
information to users in a mobile application, Information        
layers , in order to increase the understanding of user rights.          
This means that information should be presented in small         
pieces at a time, and close to where processing is          
happening. Key information connected to the specific data        
being processed should be provided immediately in the top         
layer and more detailed information should be presented in         
the bottom layer. Further research is required regarding        
defining key information and design of icons or symbols. 
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